Enable the definition of Custom Routes based on static values, alias to objects, regex or tracker fields

See tiki-admin_routes.php

Pref:

`'feature_sefurl_routes' => [
    'name' => tra('Custom Routes'),
    'description' => tra('Custom routes allow the definition of URLs by the admin, that can be mapped to existing Tiki objects like pages and trackers. "Add BASE tag in the page HEAD" is required when you have "/" as part of the URL.'),
    'dependencies' => [
        'feature_sefurl',
        'feature_html_head_base_tag',
    ],
    'type' => 'flag',
    'default' => 'n',
    'view' => 'tiki-admin_routes.php',
],`

Commits

- https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/64682
- https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/66009
- https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/66519

See also URL shortener

Related:

- Search Engine Friendly URL
- Apache Clean URLs

Custom Route